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reports and artworks by renowned artists—this book examines and against human bodies alongside more subtle dispersed,
dramaturgies of interweaving from multiple locations and
interactive and experiential media.
perspectives, thus revealing their distinct complexities and
Performance, Media and New-Materialism
immense potential. Ideal for scholars, students, and
Acts of Dramaturgy
Modern Film Dramaturgy
practitioners of theater, performance, dramaturgy, and
devising, Dramaturgies of Interweaving opens up an innovative Dramaturgy
perspective on today’s breathtaking plurality of dramaturgical Dramaturgy and Architecture
practices of interweaving in theater, performance, dance, and Performing Verse in Contemporary Theatre
The Routledge Companion to Dramaturgy
other arts, such as curation and landscape design.
Recent shifts in the theatrical landscape have had
Theater of State is a study of performance at
"A theatre which is able to speak to each spectator in a
corresponding implications for dramaturgy. The way we think different and penetrating language is not a fantastic idea, nor a the United Nations and other international
about theatre and performance today has changed our
utopia. This is the theatre for which many of us, directors and institutions. Ball uses theater theory to
approaches to theatre making and composition. Emerging new leaders of groups, trained for a long time....." - from the
analyze the acts of diplomats and the
aesthetics and new areas of dramaturgical work such as live
political interventions made by performing
Introduction On Directing is Eugenio Barba's unprecedented
art, devised and physical theatre, experimental performance,
account of his own life and work. This is a major retrospective artists.
and dance demand new approaches and sensibilities. New
of Barba's working methods, his practical techniques, and the Outlining different perspectives, this classic
Dramaturgy: International Perspectives on Theory and Practice life experiences which fed directly into his theatre-making. On and field-defining text introduces
is the first book to explore new dramaturgy in depth, and
'dramaturgy' as a critical concept and a
Directing is an inspirational resource. It is a dramaturgy of
considers how our thinking about dramaturgy and the role of
practical process in an accessible and
dramaturgies, and a professional autobiography, from one of
the dramaturg has been transformed. Edited by Katalin
engaging style. The revised edition includes a
the most significant and influential directors and theorists
Trencsényi and Bernadette Cochrane, New Dramaturgy:
working today. It provides unique insights into a philosophy and new introduction and afterword which provides
International Perspectives on Theory and Practice provides an practice of directing for the beginning student, the experienced insight into contemporary developments and
unrivalled resource for practitioners, scholars, and students.
future directions of scholarship.
practitioner, and everyone in between.
Dramaturgies of Interweaving explores present-day
Ghost Light: An Introductory Handbook for
This book illuminates the shift in approaches to the uses of
dramaturgies that interweave performance cultures in the fields theatre and performance technology in the past twenty-five
Dramaturgy offers useful and entertaining
of theater, performance, dance, and other arts. Merging
answers to the confounding questions: “What,
years and develops an account of new media dramaturgy
strategies of audience engagement originating in different
exactly, is dramaturgy, and what does a
(NMD), an approach to theatre informed by what the
cultures, dramaturgies of interweaving are creative methods of technology itself seems to want to say. Born of the synthesis of dramaturg do?” According to Michael Mark
theater and art-making that seek to address audiences across new media and new dramaturgy, NMD is practiced and
Chemers, dramaturgs are the scientists of the
cultures, making them uniquely suitable for shaping people’s
performed in the work of a range of important artists from dumb theater world—their primary responsibility is
experiences of our entangled world. Presenting in-depth case type and their 1989 analog-industrial machine performance pH, to query the creative possibilities in every
studies from across the globe, spanning Australia, China,
to more recent examples from the work of Kris Verdonck and step of the production process, from play
Germany, India, Iran, Japan, Singapore, Taiwan, Vietnam, the his A Two Dogs Company. Engaging with works from a range selection to costume design, and then research
US, and the UK, this book investigates how dramaturgies of
the various options and find ways to transform
of artists and companies including: Blast Theory, Olafur
interweaving are conceived, applied, and received today.
Eliasson, Nakaya Fujiko and Janet Cardiff, we see a range of that knowledge into useful ideas. To say that
Featuring critical analyses by scholars—as well as workshop
extruded performative technologies operating overtly on, with dramaturgs are well-rounded is an
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understatement: those who choose this
profession must possess an acute aesthetic
sensibility in combination with an extensive
knowledge of theater history and practice,
world history, and critical theory, and they
must be able to collaborate with every member
of the creative team and theater
administration. Ghost Light is divided into
three sections. Part 1, “Philosophy,”
describes what dramturgs do, presents a
detailed history of dramaturgy, and summarizes
many of the critical theories needed to
analyze and understand dramatic texts.
“Analysis” teaches the two essential skills of
a dramaturg: reading and writing. It includes
a “12-step program for script analysis” along
with suggestions about how to approach various
genres and play structures. “Practice,” the
third part, delves into the relationships that
dramaturgs forge and offers useful advice
about collaborating with other artists. It
also includes ideas for audience outreach
initiatives such as marketing and publicity
plans, educational programs, talkbacks, blogs,
and program notes and lobby displays, all of
which are often the responsibility of the
dramaturg. Ghost Light was written with
undergraduate students in mind and is
perfectly suited for the classroom (each
chapter concludes with a series of practical
exercises that can be used as course
assignments). However, dramaturgy is a skill
that is essential to all theater
practitioners, not just professional or
aspiring dramaturgs, making Ghost Light a
valuable addition to all theater libraries.
Dramaturgy of Migration: Staging Multilingual
Encounters in Contemporary Theatre examines
the function of dramaturgy and the role of the
dramaturg in making a theatre performance
situated at the crossroads of multiple theatre
forms and performative devices. This book
explores how these forms and devices are
employed, challenged, experimented with, and
reflected upon in the work of migrant theatre

by performance and dance artists. Meerzon and contemporary Britain give rise to formally inventive dramaturgies that are
no less 'serious' or political than their Shavian forebears. Through
Pewny ask: What impact do peoples’ movement
analysing the experimental dramaturgies of contemporary plays by
between continents, countries, cultures, and
playwrights including Caryl Churchill, Simon Stephens, Anthony
languages have on the process of meaning
production in plays about migration created by Neilson, debbie tucker green and Mark Ravenhill, among others, it offers
migrant artists? What dramaturgical devices do a set of new principles for understanding how a play functions politically
and reveals how today the dramaturgical structure of a play is as political
migrant artists employ when they work in the
as its content.
context of multilingual production, with the
The aim of this book is to contribute a dramaturgical perspective to
texts written in many languages, and when
staging performances that target multicultural education. The authors write from a dramaturgical perspective about the
planning of teaching, leadership in the classroom, the teacher-body, the
and multilingual theatregoers? And, finally,
teacher's oral skills and ethics, communication, and about the spaces in
how do the new multilingual practices of
which teaching takes place. The book is written with the pretheatre writing and performance meet and
understanding that the ways in which art creates knowledge need to be
transform the existing practices of
illuminated and articulated more clearly in educational thinking, thereby
postdramatic dramaturgies? By considering
enhancing artful engagement in education. Dramaturgical perspectives
these questions in a global context, the
are presented as such a way - a form of knowledge that the artform of
editors explore the overlapping complexities
of migratory performances with both range and drama/theatre can contribute to teaching and learning in general.
Through examples and analyses of empirical material, as well as through
depth. Ideal for scholars, students, and
theoretical perspectives the authors show chapter by chapter how
practitioners of theatre, dramaturgy, and
dramaturgy and a dramaturgically inspired language and concepts create
devising, Dramaturgy of Migration expresses
more possibilities of choice for teachers in planning and carrying out
not only the practicalities of migratory
performances but also the emotional responses their teaching. Teaching and Learning through Dramaturgy brings to the
forefront what will be enabled in teaching and planning of teaching, by
of the artists who stage them.
making use of a dramaturgically inspired language and action, what in
The Mindset and Skillset
principle is possible in every subject.
Dramaturgy in American Theater
This extended new edition of a seminal text marks the 30th anniversary
Staging Multilingual Encounters in
of the original book's major intervention in the discipline. Bradby and
Contemporary Theatre
Williams' field-defining book introduced the continental-European
Dramaturgy of Form
approach to directing, recognising the work of the modern stage director
Systemic Dramaturgy
as an artist in his or her own right for the first time. Now edited by Peter
Directors’ Theatre
M. Boenisch in collaboration with David Williams, this new edition
Toward a Dramaturgical Sensibility
What does it mean for a play to be political in the 21st century? Does it includes an additional four chapters by leading contemporary experts on
require explicit engagement with events and situations with the aim of
theatre direction. Covering recent practices and developments, as well as
bringing about change or highlighting social wrongs? Is it purely a
new trends in the academic research on directing, Directors' Theatre
matter of content or is it also a matter of structure? The Contemporary interrogates working ethics and performance aesthetics, directors' work
Political Play: Rethinking Dramaturgical Structure examines the politics with actors as a central creative source and their responses to the ongoing
of contemporary 'political' drama. It traces the origins of the
reassessment of theatre's role and function in contemporary culture. This
contemporary British political play to the emergence of the idea of
long-awaited reissue will make a classic, authoritative study on directors
'serious drama' in the late 19th century through the work of Bernard
and directing accessible to a new generation of students, scholars and
Shaw, and argues that a Shavian version of serious drama was
artists. It is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students
inextricably linked to the social and political structures of British society of Theatre, Performance Studies and Directing. New to this Edition: at the time. While political drama is still often thought of as adhering to a Includes four new chapters written by leading contemporary experts on
Shavian model in which social issues are presented through a dialectical theatre direction: Patrice Pavis, Katalin Trencsényi, the research team
structure, Grochala argues that the different political structures of
of Luk Van den Dries, and Du kaRadosavljevic - New chapters discuss
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recent approaches and developments in theatre directing as well as
imply particular architectural or geographical scope, they have used to study everyday life, and make
research on directing, including artists such as Luk Perceval, Daniel
the concept of 'production dramaturgy' is more often suggestions to readers on why and how they might
Jeanneteau, Improbable and Ivo van Hove, while also introducing the
associated with marking out new creative territories conduct their own studies. They raise issues that go
development of theatre direction in Eastern Europe - The original text
and it potentially signals a repositioning of the
beyond `cookbook' discussions of issues such as how
has been carefully revised by David Williams and chapters have been
playwright in theatre-making process. Indeed the
to enter social settings, manage the subjects of one's
supplemented with new introductions and conclusions
emergence of the dramaturgy profession has been
research and ask `good' questions in the process of
In Principles of Dramaturgy, Robert Scanlan explains the invariant
formulating research strategies. These issues are
principles behind the construction of stage and performance events of concurrent with a reconceptualisation of the notion
addressed within the framework of the larger
any style or modality. This book contains all that is essential for training a of 'authorship' within theatre-making. As such, the
professional stage director and/or dramaturg, including the "plot-bead" dramaturg/playwright relationship is a crucial factor purposes and uses of qualitative research where
specific methodological problems are not used as
technique for analyzing play scripts developed by Scanlan. It details all in all three of these strands. Many analyses of the
ends in themselves.
the steps for the full implementation of "Production Dramaturgy" as it is dramaturgy profession have looked to a 'panpracticed in professional theatres, and treats form and action as
European' history, which flattens the inevitable
Dramaturgy: A Revolution in Theatre is a substantial
foundational cornerstones of all performance, rather than "story"
differences between models emerging from varied
history of the origins of dramaturgs and literary
elements – a frequent and debilitating misprision in theatre practice.
national contexts. This thesis seeks to expand upon managers. It frames the explosion of professional
Scanlan’s unique approach offers practical training that is supported by existing literature by focusing upon UK case studies appointments in England within a wider continental
detailed diagrams and contextualized instructions, making this the
which are supported by micro-histories of American map reaching back to the Enlightenment and
missing text for classes in dramaturgy. Serving stage directors,
dramaturgical development. Tracing exchanges
eighteenth-century Germany, examining the work of
dramaturgs, actors, designers, and playwrights, Principles of Dramaturgy
between theatrical practices in America and the UK, the major theorists and practitioners of dramaturgy,
is a comprehensive guide that puts the training of capable practitioners
this work analyses the relationship between
from Granville Barker and Gotthold Lessing to
above all else.
dramaturgs and public/private attempts to articulate Brecht and Tynan. This study positions Brecht's
A Dramaturgical Handbook
national identity through theatre. Far from being
model of dramaturgy as central to the worldwide
A Dramaturgy of the United Nations
simply the product of a European tradition, this
revolution in theatre-making practices, and it also
Race, Performance, and the Work of Creativity
thesis contends that the dramaturgy profession is
makes a substantial argument for Granville Barker's
Context and Method in Qualitative Research
closely associated with more recent UK models of
and Tynan's contributions to the development of
Modes of Agency, Awareness and Engagement
The Practice of Dramaturgy
theatre-making, which are decentralised and express literary management. With the territories of play and
Dance Dramaturgy
culturally-hybrid identities, and which have been
performance-making being increasingly hotly

This thesis locks into important contemporary
questions about the development of the dramaturgy
profession and the play-development industry in
twentieth/twenty- first century UK theatre. In as
much as it is dependent upon physical realities,
financial resources, organisational structures and
interpersonal relations, theatre- making is a material
process. This thesis, therefore, identifies three
distinct strands of the UK dramaturgy profession
which have been defined by the particular material
structures within which they are located. 'Literary
management' is a concept associated with a buildingbased theatre institution, while 'development
dramaturgy' is more often the remit of a nonproducing organisation with responsibilities to a
larger region or catchment area. Yet, if these terms

substantially influenced by the American regional
theatre movement.
A critical examination of the principles and practice
of qualitative research is provided in this book which
examines the interplay between context and method,
making it invaluable for both the experienced and the
beginning researcher. A range of methodological and
practical issues central to the concerns of qualitative
researchers are addressed. These include: the
validity and plausibility of qualitative methods; the
problems encountered using specific techniques in a
range of social settings; and the moral issues raised
in qualitative research. These themes are related to
practical issues which are illustrated by a breadth of
examples and in-depth case studies. The
contributors look at the methods and strategies that
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contested, and the public's appetite for new plays
showing no sign of diminishing, Mary Luckhurst
investigates the dramaturg as a cultural and political
phenomenon.
A case study of one specific substantial three-part
project inspired by the work of William Shakespeare.
Three interconnected performances that interrogate
roles in the theatre-making process, along with
essays that contextualize the themes and approaches
of the work, serve as provocations for the acts of
dramaturgy the work entailed, juxtapose new writing
and performance writing, and problematize the notion
of playtexts. Taking as their starting point a stage
direction or a moment in the narrative that is not the
main focus, the playtexts recontextualize,
deconstruct and disorientate the classic text within a
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The Art of Dramaturgy is a transformative approach to dramaturgical
landscape that is more polarized, free from the text of dramaturgy, teaching, devising, writing for
and inherently and explicitly aware of its own
performance and non-linear narrative; performance thinking and collaboration. Each chapter includes ways to approach
theatricality. The work negotiates the ever-shifting students making or reflecting on their own devised so-called old plays or set texts (think Shakespeare or Pinter or Parks)
and then takes it up a notch to show how to use those skills when
relationship between the text and its performance,
performance work; postgraduate students who are
working on new plays.
the performers and their audience, whilst
engaged in making practice as research. Also of
Dramaturgy can enrich film understanding, for those who make films,
acknowledging that Shakespeare often employed a
relevance and interest to makers and scholars of
as well as for those who want to analyse and understand better why
play-within-a-play as a device, what we now call a
theatre and performance, alongside those interested
they are made how. Film dramaturgy supports the creative process of
meta-theatrical mode of representation. The three
in creative critical writing; to those interested in how filmmaking, especially the work of the authors, directors and
playtexts are The Beginning, an interpretation of A we make, and reflect on, theatre and performance;
producers. Students and professionals can benefit from this
Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Middle, a
those interested in contemporary dramaturgy and
knowledge.
deconstruction of Hamlet, and The End, triggered by embedded criticism; and those studying theatre and This text presents a transformative introductory approach to
a stage direction from The Winter’s Tale. Shown
performance, and interdisciplinary practice research. dramaturgical thinking and collaboration, emphasizing useful skills
together as The Trilogy, each play asks the audience Pina Bausch’s Aggressive Tenderness
(listening, reflection, questions) and collaborative techniques. Useful
for those at a formative stage and for those unfamliar with the work of
to enter a world where a performance can be a
Working on Actions in Performance
rehearsal, text can be both script and set ... and they Transforming Critical Thought into Dramatic Action dramaturgs and the impact they can have on production.
A User's Guide for Theatre Practitioners
are always aware of where the fire exits are. The
Principles of Dramaturgy
New Dramaturgy
playtexts are presented with essays from a range of Dramaturgy and Performance
A Handbook
contributors that reflect on their poetics, themes and Theater of State
A Handbook for the Digital Age
concerns in relation to dramaturgy. Brings together Robert Lepage's Scenographic Dramaturgy
The Book of Will
Dramaturgy in the Making maps contemporary dramaturgical
scholarship and creative work, places them in
Ghost Light
practices in various settings of theatre-making and dance to reveal the
dialogue with each other and does so from a wide
Burning the House
different ways that dramaturgs work today. It provides a thorough
range of perspectives: from those involved in the
This comprehensive work is truly the first textbook in the field of
survey of three major areas of practice - institutional dramaturgy,
process, those in the margins of that process and
production dramaturgy and dance dramaturgy - with each illustrated dramaturgy. Most of the material-much of it by leaders in all
those encountering the works without having been
areas of the theater-was commissioned for this collection, rather
through a range of case studies that illuminate methodology and
part of that process. The particular strengths of this
which will assist practitioners in developing their own 'dramaturgical than being reprinted. Its currency and importance cannot be
challenging but accessible book are in the ways it
toolbox'. In tracing the development of the role of the dramaturg, the overestimated. A review of the history of dramaturgy as a
places these perspectives in conversation with and author explores the contribution of Lessing, Brecht and Tynan,
profession, together with its European antecedents, gives
through dramaturgy, and contributes a dialogue about foundational figures who shaped the practice. She excavates the
students a sense of historical context. Selections from respected
making and reflecting text and performance. A rich historical and theoretical contexts for each strand of the work,
and recognized names in theater provoke student interest and
and thought-provoking text that has the potential to uniquely offering a history of dance dramaturgy and its associated
communicate the benefits of those experts' experiences.
move the dialogue on dramaturgy forward both
theories. Based on extensive research, the volume features material
In this bold, innovative work, Dorinne Kondo theorizes the
among practitioners and academics. It is a fresh,
from the author's interviews with fifty eminent professionals from
racialized structures of inequality that pervade theater and the
Europe and North America, including: Robert Blacker, Jack Bradley,
intellectually invigorating read; the change of
arts. Grounded in twenty years of fieldwork as dramaturg and
DD Kugler, Ruth Little and Hildegard De Vuyst. Through these, a
perspective and the playful structure that brings a
playwright, Kondo mobilizes critical race studies, affect theory,
detailed and precise insight is provided into dramaturgical processes
recognisable five-act dramatic structure and
psychoanalysis, and dramatic writing to trenchantly analyze
academic elaboration together keeps readers focused at organisations such as the Akram Khan Company, les ballets C de theater's work of creativity as theory: acting, writing,
and guides them through the book. Very conscious of la B (Gent), the National Theatre and the Royal Court (London), the dramaturgy. Race-making occurs backstage in the creative
Schaubühne (Berlin) and The Sundance Institute Theatre Lab
its own unorthodox format – a combination of script
process and through economic forces, institutional hierarchies,
(Utah), among others. Dramaturgy in the Making will prove
and reflection, by a variety of voices – which is
hiring practices, ideologies of artistic transcendence, and
indispensable to anyone working in theatre or wanting to better
certainly part of the freshness of the book and part understand the dramaturgical processes in performance-making
aesthetic form. For audiences, the arts produce racial
of its appeal. Primary readership will be among
today. The book features a foreword by Geoff Proehl, author of
affect--structurally over-determined ways affect can enhance or
practitioners, academics and researchers in the field Toward a Dramaturgical Sensibility: Landscape and Journey.
diminish life. Upending genre through scholarly interpretation,
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in the field Anne Cattaneo was among the first Americans to fill the role of
vivid vignettes, and Kondo's original play, Worldmaking
The Aesthetic Signature at Work
dramaturg, one of theater’s best kept secrets. A combination of theater
journeys from an initial romance with theater that is shattered by An Introductory Handbook for Dramaturgy
Essential Dramaturgy: The Mindset and Skillset provides a concrete way to artist, scholar, researcher, play advocate, editor, and writer’s friend, it is
encounters with racism, toward what Kondo calls reparative
approach the work of a dramaturg. It explores ways to refine the process of the job of a dramaturg to “reflect light back on the elements that are
creativity in the work of minoritarian artists Anna Deavere
already in play,” while bringing a work of theater to life. Cattaneo traces
defining, evaluating, and communicating that is essential to effective
Smith, David Henry Hwang, and the author herself.
the field from its beginnings in the eighteenth century to the present and
dramaturgical work. It then looks at how this outlook enhances the
Worldmaking performs the potential for the arts to remake
practical skills of production and new play dramaturgy. The book explains chronicles the multitude and variety of tasks a dramaturg undertakes
before, during, and after a production is brought to the stage. Using
worlds, from theater worlds to psychic worlds to worldmaking
what a dramaturg does, what the role can be, and how best to refine and
detailed stories from her work with theater artists such as Tom Stoppard,
visions for social transformation.
teach the skillset and mindset.
Wendy Wasserstein, Robert Wilson, Shi-Zheng Chen, and Sarah Ruhl, as
Whatever else they may be doing, human beings are also and always
Without William Shakespeare, we wouldn’t have literary
well as the discovery of a ‘lost’ play by Langston Hughes and Zora
masterpieces like Romeo and Juliet. But without Henry Condell expressing themselves whenever they are in the awareness of others. As
such, the metaphor of life as theater - of people playing roles to audiences Neale Hurston, Cattaneo provides an invaluable manual to those studying,
and John Heminges, we would have lost half of Shakespeare’s
working in, and interested in this most fascinating profession.
who review them and then coordinate further action - is an ancient idea
plays forever! After the death of their friend and mentor, the two that has been resurrected by social scientists as an organizing simile for the On Directing
A Source Book
actors are determined to compile the First Folio and preserve the analysis and understanding of social life. The Drama of Social Life
words that shaped their lives. They’ll just have to borrow, beg, examines this dramaturgical approach to social life, bringing together the Repurposing Theater through Dance
Dramaturgy of Migration
and band together to get it done. Amidst the noise and color of latest original work from leading contemporary dramaturgical thinkers
across the social sciences. Thematically organized, it explores: ¢ the work The Art of Dramaturgy
Elizabethan London, THE BOOK OF WILL finds an
of classical and contemporary thinkers who have contributed most to this The Process of Dramaturgy
unforgettable true story of love, loss, and laughter, and sheds
A Revolution in Theatre
theoretical framework ¢ the foundational concepts of the dramaturgical
new light on a man you may think you know.
approach ¢ a rich array of substantive areas of empirical investigation to Dramaturgy of Form examines verse in twenty-first-century theatre
What Is Dramaturgy? attempts to document, by way of articles, which dramaturgy continues to contribute ¢ directions for future
practice across different languages, cultures, and media. Through
interdisciplinary engagement, Kasia Lech offers a new method for
statements, and bibliographies, the dramaturg's profession,
dramaturgical thinking. An indispensable collection that updates and
verse analysis in the performance context. The book traces the
which began with Lessing in Germany in the second half of the extends the dramaturgical framework, The Drama of Social Life will
dramaturgical operation of verse in new writings, musicals, devised
eighteenth century and was instituted in the United States two appeal to scholars and students of sociology, social psychology,
performance studies, cultural studies, communication, film studies, and
performances, multilingual dramas, Hip Hop theatre, films, digital
hundred years later during the rise of the regional theatre
anthropology - and all those interested in the work of Goffman and
projects, and gig theatre, as well as translations and adaptations of
movement. As critics-in-residence (also known as literary
symbolic interactionist theory and practice.
classics and new theatre forms created by Irish, Spanish, Nigerian,
managers), dramaturgs perform a variety of tasks: broadly
A Theory of Dramaturgy is the first text of its kind to define concepts and
Polish, American, Canadian, Australian, British, Russian, and
speaking, they select and prepare playtexts for performance,
combine arguments into a coherent dramaturgical theory supported by an
multinational artists. Their verse dramaturgies explore timely issues
advise directors, and educate the audience; they are translators, operative systems theory. This is a wide-ranging theory with historical and such as global identities, agency and precarity, global and local
theatre historians, public lecturers, even artistic consciences. contemporary perspectives on dramaturgy, rather than simply a how-to
politics, and generational and class stories. The development of
book. Dramaturgy began in ancient Greece, born from experimentation
Dramaturgy literally means the craft or the techniques of
with democracy and commentary in the theatre on the human condition. dramaturgy is discussed with the focus turning to the new stylized
dramatic composition considered collectively , and in a sense The term itself has seen constant evolution, but thanks to its introduction approach to theatre, whose arrival Hans-Thies Lehmann foretold in
the dramaturg is the dramatist's representative or advocate in the into common English usage within the last three decades, it has gained new his Postdramatic Theatre, documenting a turning point for
theatre. That is, he is the guardian of the text - new as well as old importance. Dramaturgy draws focus to the communication of
contemporary Western theatre. Serving theatre-makers, scholars, and
students working with classical and contemporary verse and poetry in
- and therefore a person whose work is necessary for the revival communication, and in theatre it examines how moving bodies, voice,
sound,
and
light
can
tell
a
story
and
affect
values.
Beyond
the
theatre,
in
performance contexts; practitioners and academics of aural and oral
of dramatic art in our time. What Is Dramaturgy? is dedicated in
daily life, dramaturgy becomes a question of "performativity", as we
dramaturgies; voice and verse-speaking coaches; and actors seeking
the end not only to promoting the dramaturg's function, but also
constantly have to act in relation to the roles that we occupy. It is because the creative opportunities that verse offers, Dramaturgy of Form
to anticipating his creation of an intellectually illumined
of this that the way in which society describes itself to itself is not just a
reveals verse as a tool for innovation and transformation that is at the
American theatre.
matter for scientists and theorists, but for all of those who are met on a
forefront of contemporary practices and experiences.
Engaging Audiences in an Entangled World
daily basis with devised, staged, and directed versions of important values
Pina Bausch’s Aggressive Tenderness: Repurposing Theater
and events in our contemporary lives. Ideal for both scholars and students,
The Art of Active Dramaturgy
A Theory of Dramaturgy explains how to approach the values, strategies, through Dance maps Bausch’s pieces alongside methodologies of
Dramaturgies of Interweaving
key theater and film practitioners. This book includes discussion of a
and theories that are essential to understanding arts and media, and
Transforming Critical Thought Into Dramatic Action
variety of Bausch pieces, including Sacre du Printemps (Rite of
investigates what art should do in the current world.
Theatre, Utopia and the Built Environment
An introduction to the mysterious theater role of a dramaturg by a legend Spring 1975), Kontakthof (Meeting Place 1978), Café Müller
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(Café Mueller 1978), Nelken (Carnations 1982), Arien (Arias 1985), This text offers a series of workable strategies and practical exercises meant impact of social media to the ongoing centrality of
and Vollmond (Full Moon 2006). Beginning with her approach as one to develop and improve the skills needed during the practice of production interdisciplinary and intermedial processes. The contributions
dramaturgy. Includes case studies, sample syllabus, list of resources.
avenue of dance dramaturgy, the author connects the content
survey the field through eight main lenses: world dramaturgy
expressed in these pieces with theoretical conversations, works from Ten international dramaturg-scholars advance proposals that reset notions and global perspective dramaturgy as function, verb and skill
other artists inspired by Bausch, and her own experiences, providing of agency in contemporary dance creation. Dramaturgy becomes driven by dramaturgical leadership and season planning production
artistic inquiry, distributed among collaborating artists, embedded in
an examination that is both academic and personally insightful.
dramaturgy in translation adaptation and new play development
improvisation tasks, or weaved through audience engagement, and the
Arendell reads all of these theatrical and film approaches into
dramaturg becomes a facilitator of dramaturgical awareness.
interdisciplinary dramaturgy play analysis in postdramatic and
Bausch’s work to highlight how the time frame involves a crossThis study - aimed at students, teachers, and theater artists - argues the
new media dramaturgy social media and audience outreach.
pollination between Bausch and the other artists that looks both
centrality of this question to dramaturges, dramaturgy, and a dramaturgical
Magda Romanska is Visiting Associate Professor of Slavic
backward and forward in its influences. Ideal for students of dance
sensibility. It suggests - from two perspectives, Landscape and Journey - that
Languages and Literatures at Harvard University, Associate
and theater, Pina Bausch’s Aggressive Tenderness shows how
the attempt to know the dramaturgy of a play is little different from the
Professor of Theatre and Dramaturgy at Emerson College, and
Bausch’s Tanztheater speaks a kinaesthetic language, one that
attempt to know another person for whom we care. Part I explores the
Dramaturg for Boston Lyric Opera. Her books include The Postlandscapes of conversation, pleasure, and pattern as places in which a
Arendell translates into a somaesthetic exploration to pair a
dramaturgical sensibility encounters knowledge, loss, subjectivity, time and Traumatic Theatre of Grotowski and Kantor (2012), Boguslaw
repurposed body ethic with movements that present new forms of
inquiry - elements central to its composition. Part II follows the journey of Schaeffer: An Anthology (2012), and Comedy: An Anthology of
embodiment.
Dramaturgy and Architecture approaches modern and postmodern rehearsals for Antony and Cleopatra at the Guthrie Theater in the fall of Theory and Criticism (2014).
2001 and winter of 2002, focusing on ways in which theater artists engage,
theatre's contribution to the way we think about the buildings and
explore, and respond to a play's dramaturgy from the first steps to the final A Theory of Dramaturgy
spaces we inhabit. It discusses in detail ways in which theatre and
New Media Dramaturgy
previews. Geoffrey S. Proehl teaches, dramaturges, and directs at the
performance have critiqued and intervened in everyday spaces,
A History of the Dramaturgy Profession in the United States of
University of Puget Sound.
modelled our dreams or fears and made proposals for the future.
International Perspectives on Theory and Practice
America and the United Kingdom
La 4e de couverture indique : "There is a growing interest in the
The Shakespeare Trilogy
notion and practice of dramaturgy, which is often discussed either as Education As an Artful Engagement
the work of the dramaturg, or as the compositional, cohesive or sense- An Introduction
making aspects of a performance. Drawing on such views, 'The
The Drama of Social Life
Practice of Dramaturgy' addresses dramaturgy as a shared, politicized Dramaturgy, Authorship and the Performance of Identity
Dramaturgy in the Making
and catalytic practice that sets actions into motion in a more
Dramaturgy, in its many forms, is a fundamental and
speculative rather than an instructive way. In the first part,
'Dramaturgy as Working on Actions', the editors and main authors of indispensable element of contemporary theatre. In its earliest
the book discuss three working principles that lie at the heart of their definition, the word itself means a comprehensive theory of
proposition, and return to the etymology of the term 'dramaturgy'
"play making." Although it initially grew out of theatre,
('drama'=action and 'ergon'=work) in order to scrutinize this further contemporary dramaturgy has made enormous advances in
by relating it to debates on action, work and post-Fordist labour. The recent years, and it now permeates all kinds of narrative forms
second part, 'Working on Actions and Beyond', opens up to different and structures: from opera to performance art; from dance and
artistic, social and political perspectives that such understanding of
multimedia to filmmaking and robotics. In our global, mediated
dramaturgy may give rise to."
context of multinational group collaborations that dissolve
Landscape and Journey
traditional divisions of roles as well as unbend previously
Worldmaking
intransigent rules of time and space, the dramaturg is also the
What is Dramaturgy?
ultimate globalist: intercultural mediator, information and
The Contemporary Political Play
research manager, media content analyst, interdisciplinary
Rethinking Dramaturgical Structure
negotiator, social media strategist. This collection focuses on
Teaching and Learning Through Dramaturgy
contemporary dramaturgical practice, bringing together
Essential Dramaturgy
"In this handbook for working theatrically with technology, authors
Michael Mark Chemers and Mike Sell discuss in depth the application of
the critical skills cultivated by dramaturgs to extra-theatrical endeavors,
including games, multi-platform performance, and installations"--

contributions not only from academics but also from prominent
working dramaturgs. The inclusion of both means a strong level
of engagement with current issues in dramaturgy, from the
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